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Evolution of short-range magnetic correlations in ferromagnetic Ni-V alloys
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We experimentally study how the magnetic correlations develop in a binary alloy close to the ferromagnetic
quantum critical point with small-angle neutron scattering (SANS). Upon alloying the itinerant ferromagnet
nickel with vanadium, the ferromagnetic order is continuously suppressed. The critical temperature Tc vanishes
when vanadium concentrations reach the critical value of xc = 0.116 indicating a quantum critical point
separating the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phases. Earlier magnetization and μSR data have indicated the
presence of magnetic inhomogeneities in Ni1−xVx and, in particular, recognize the magnetic clusters close to
xc, on the paramagnetic and on the ferromagnetic sides with nontrivial dynamical properties [R. Wang et al.,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 118, 267202 (2017)]. We present the results of SANS study with full polarization analysis of
polycrystalline Ni1−xVx samples with x = 0.10 and x = 0.11 with low critical temperatures Tc < 50 K. For
both Ni-V samples close to xc we find isotropic magnetic short-range correlations on the nanometer scale
persisting at low temperatures. They are suppressed gradually in higher magnetic fields. In addition, signatures
of long-range ordered magnetic domains are present below Tc. The fraction of these magnetic clusters embedded
in the ferromagnetic ordered phase grows toward xc and agrees well with the cluster fraction estimate from the
magnetization and μSR data. Our SANS studies provide new insights into the nature of the inhomogeneities in
a ferromagnetic alloy close to a quantum critical point.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ferromagnetic order emerging as a result of electron-
electron interactions in metals has been studied extensively
during the last several decades. In clean metals if the spin-
exchange interactions between the itinerant electrons are
strong enough, then the ferromagnetic order develops at some
finite temperature [1–3]. For example, for Ni the critical
temperature of the ferromagnetic transition is Tc ≈ 630 K.
Introduction of disorder by alloying is a way to suppress
the ferromagnetic transition, so that the critical temperature
becomes zero at some finite concentration of impurity atoms
xc. For example, in Ni1−xVx alloys the critical concentration
is xc ≈ 0.116 [4].

When x = xc a quantum phase transition (QPT) between
the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic states is expected to oc-
cur. Since the symmetry of the ground state changes at the
quantum critical point (QCP), the evolving quantum critical
fluctuations affect the vicinity of the QCP, including finite
temperatures that lead to unusual thermal properties [5]. Since
the transition is driven by spin-exchange interactions, which
for each realization of disorder become nonlocal and random,
QPTs are expected to be affected by disorder more likely than
thermal phase transitions [6].

*Present address: Intel, Chandler, Arizona, USA.
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Under the proper conditions random quenched disorder
in a metallic system can produce a quantum Griffiths phase
[7,8] that is usually recognized by anomalous thermodynamic
properties [8] close to the QCP. In this case, a distribution
of magnetic fluctuations with different timescales including
very slow rare regions [7] dominates the magnetic response.
Specifically, experimental signatures of the Griffiths phase
are power laws with nonuniversal exponents [9] in thermo-
dynamic responses. These power laws are observed in many
systems [4,10], but the responsible fluctuations with different
time and and length scales have not been demonstrated di-
rectly. In general, disordered alloys close to a ferromagnetic
QCP are recognized by unusual scaling behavior [11–13].
Specific effective exponents are predicted for disordered FMs
[14,15]. Note that QCPs in FMs are rare; more often new
phases emerge when Tc gets suppressed [15]. Typically, clean
FMs rather present a first-order transition [15] without critical
fluctuations. So remarkably, introducing disorder is a unique
route for a QCP in itinerant FMs such as Ni. The character-
ization of the critical fluctuation spectrum should reveal the
nature of this special point.

Lastly, we note that the conclusion that only disorder al-
lows to the QCP in itinerant ferromagnets is a simplification
as alternative mechanisms have been recently proposed to ex-
plain a ferromagnetic QCP [16] with critical fluctuations. For
example, the experimental signatures of the quantum critical
fluctuations were reported in chemically tuned Ni-Rh [17]
and pressure-tuned CeRh6Ge4 [18,19] from ferromagnetic
systems where disorder is considered negligible.
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FIG. 1. (a) Magnetic phase diagram of Ni1−xVx displaying
the critical temperature Tc vs vanadium concentration x separat-
ing the ferromagnetic ordered phase (FM) from the paramagnetic
phase (PM) leading to a quantum critical point [26]. The red markers
indicate the samples for this investigation. The right panel (b) demon-
strates the magnetic inhomogeneities in Ni1−xVx with x = 0.10 in an
fcc lattice plane: it shows how randomly placed V atoms (in blue)
separate Ni-rich regions (in red) responsible for magnetism. Since
V affects more the moment of the local Ni neighbors, we distinguish
these close Ni sites (in white) from the rest, the more distant Ni atoms
(in red).

As we have mentioned above, Ni1−xVx is an example of
a disordered metallic system which exhibits the signatures
of a ferromagnetic QCP indicating the presence of quantum
critical fluctuations. In this paper, we present the results of the
measurements which directly probe quantum critical magnetic
fluctuations in the vicinity of the ferromagnetic QPT driven by
disorder. In particular, we use small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS) to probe the magnetic microstructure and magnetic
inhomogeneity on the mesoscopic length scale of interest
from a few to a hundred nanometers [20]. We are motivated by
the fact that SANS successfully revealed the correlation length
change of critical fluctuations close to a phase transition in
several magnetic alloys [21–25]. We present the experimental
evidence of magnetic correlations at various length scales in a
ferromagnetic Ni alloy introduced by random atomic substitu-
tion of Ni by V. These findings are compatible with a quantum
Griffiths phase.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Ni-V

The alloys of Ni1−xVx provide a good platform to study a
random disordered QPT not only because of their low mag-
netic anisotropy and the “large defects” caused by vanadium,
but also because they form indeed good solid solutions with
random atomic disorder. In addition, when the vanadium con-
centration reaches the value of xc = 0.116 these binary alloys
exhibit a quantum phase transition (QPT) from the ferromag-
netic (FM) to a paramagnetic (PM) phase with a quantum
critical point (QCP) [4]. Figure 1(a) shows the phase diagram.
It is known that V affects the electronic state of the Ni neigh-
bors and causes therefore large magnetic inhomogeneities
[27] and an effective reduction of the magnetic moment with
low xc [28]. In Fig. 1(b) we present a schematic view of a
lattice plane with V on random lattice sites. Assuming that V

causes a moment reduction of neighboring Ni, the undisturbed
magnetic Ni network becomes inhomogeneous.

Previous studies reveal some signatures of a quantum Grif-
fiths phase. Specifically, for x ≈ xc the magnetization data
M(B) show the nonuniversal power law dependencies [4,26].
This is further supported by μSR data recognizing a field
distribution in the samples [29], and the ferromagnetic alloys
with values of x close to xc include a dynamic contribution to
M(B) besides the static contribution [26].

All samples keep the simple fcc crystal structure. The
polycrystalline samples were arc-melted and annealed at high
temperatures and cooled down fast to maintain the random
atomic placement of the V on the fcc lattice sites at low tem-
peratures. A structural study (PDF analysis from wide-angle
neutron diffraction data [26,30]) confirmed the random atomic
distribution of V and the otherwise unchanged crystalline fcc
lattice at low temperatures.

B. Experimental details

We use the same polycrystalline samples prepared for
optimized random atomic distribution as studied before by
different methods [4,26,30]. For the small-angle neutron scat-
tering (SANS) study we chose the concentrations x = 0.10,
x = 0.11, and x = 0. The samples with x = 0.11 are made
with 58Ni, while the others contain natural Ni isotope mix-
tures, which yield different nuclear neutron cross sections of
Ni. The SANS experiments were performed at the instruments
NG7SANS [31] and VSANS [32], at the NIST Center for
Neutron Research (NCNR) at the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology and at the instrument GPSANS, at the
high-flux isotope reactor (HFIR) at Oak Ridge National Lab-
oratory. We focus here most on the SANS experiments that
allow a full polarization analysis from NG7SANS. Several
3 mm diameter pellets of each concentration were wrapped
in Al foil and placed on a Cd-mask framed Al-sample holder
attached to the cold plate of the cryostat. To cover a wave
vector range of Q = (0.06–1) nm−1 with neutron wavelengths
of 0.55 nm and 0.75 nm, the SANS intensity was collected in
the xy plane on a 2D detector at different samples to detector
distances (from 2 m to 11 m). We obtained the different po-
larized cross sections, e.g. the non-spin-flip (NSF) scattering
with unchanged polarization state of the neutrons (DD and
UU) and spin-flip (SF) scattering with reverse polarization
state (DU and UD) from the sample, using the supermirror
polarizer and 3He cell as a spin analyzer as stated in detail
in Refs. [33,34]. See setup in Fig. 2. U, D refer to the up,
down aligned neutron spins with regard to the axis of neutron
polarization determined by the external magnetic field. The
magnetic field was applied in the x direction (Bmin = 7 mT,
Bmax = 1.5 T) perpendicular to the beam (‖ z). θ indicates
the azimuthal angle within the xy plane, with θ = 0◦ in the
horizontal x direction and θ = 90◦ in vertical y direction of
the detector. Most of the data were reduced and analyzed with
the IGOR software [35].

C. Polarized SANS analysis

The fully polarized SANS (PASANS) technique traces the
neutron spin before it enters and after it leaves the sample
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FIG. 2. (a) Polarized SANS setup with polarizing supermirror,
spin flipper, sample in a cryostat with a magnetic field perpendicular
to the neutron beam, a 3He analyzer, and a position-sensitive detector.
Arrows indicate neutron polarization direction. (b) Coordinate axes
with beam direction n̂ along z defining angle θ in the xy plane of the
detector. (c) Present setup of field and polarization direction p̂ along
x (from Ref. [36]).

separately. The four different cross sections (DD, UU, DU,
UD) offer the advantage of separating the small magnetic
scattering from overwhelming nuclear scattering in our sam-
ples [37]. Here we use in particular the angle dependence
[36] of the signal in the xy plane of the detector to resolve
magnetic components M2

x , M2
y , M2

x , with a magnetic field Bx

perpendicular to the beam. We apply two methods to best
trace the magnetic signal. First we collect the pure SF signal
(DU + UD) that ideally selects “magnetic” scattering. But it
contains other “background” (BG) contributions due to inco-
herent scattering from the sample and other sources. A small
SF contribution of V nuclear spins is also included that does
not show any angle dependence [37,38].

The NSF signal (DD + UU) is only used in limited cases
to extract some strong longitudinal component M2

x when
the nuclear contribution N2 and its sample variation are
not dominating. Otherwise, we use the flipper contrast of
NSF data called DIF of fully polarized (DD-UU) or half-
polarized data (D-U) to recognize the anisotropic Mx com-
ponent of the mixed term 2NMx that contains a strong nuclear
contribution. For our geometry we do not expect and do not
see any indication of anisotropy in the transverse direction of
the field, so that we keep My = Mz = 0, while Mx > 0.

Note that the intensity shown is not calibrated; it is con-
sistent for each sample. Different number and size of pellets
and the different cross sections of 58Ni and of natural Ni
lead to different responses for both samples with x = 0.11
and x = 0.10, respectively. We omit also any proportionality
factor in the equation (more details and general forms are
given in Ref. [36]).

The angular dependence for the SF response is therefore

SF(θ ) = M2
z + M2

y cos4 θ + M2
x cos2 θ sin2 θ + BGSF. (1)

For the case of isotropic magnetic correlations where
M2

x = M2
y = M2

z = 1
3 M2

tot, we expect a simple cosine-square

response with amplitude of 1
3 M2

tot:

SF(θ ) = M2
y (1 + cos2 θ ) + BGSF. (2)

In particular, the SF contrast, the difference between SF data
in a horizontal sector (θ = 0◦ and 180◦) called SFH and a
vertical sector (θ = ±90◦) called SFV, each collected typi-
cally within δ ± 30◦, produces the transverse component M2

y
without any BGSF. Ideally BGSF cancels out in the difference
assuming the other contributions to SF(θ ) are not angle de-
pendent:

SF(θ = 0◦) − SF(θ = 90◦) = M2
y (Q). (3)

This SF contrast can be evaluated over the accessible Q regime
to study the magnetic correlation lengths.

In principle the total non-spin-flip data NSF serve to extract
the longitudinal component of the magnetic scattering, M2

x ,
from the angular dependence. But the extra constant is not
small and not angle-independent due to the nonhomogeneous
sample arrangement. The nuclear scattering of the sample N2

dominates typically the response compared to other external
BG and magnetic signals,

NSFtot(θ ) = N2 + M2
x sin4 θ + M2

y cos2 θ sin2 θ + BGNSF.

(4)

For isotropic correlations we get a simple sine-square varia-
tion with amplitude M2

x = 1
3 M2

tot:

NSF(θ ) = N2 + M2
x sin2 θ + BGNSF. (5)

The different response between the two polarization direc-
tions (without registering spin flip), the NSF asymmetry or
DIF (DD-UU or D-U), yields an interference term of nuclear
and magnetic origin. It signals a weak contribution from a
center with a net magnetic component along the x direction
Mx in the presence of a strong nuclear contribution from the
same center:

DIF(θ ) = 2NMx sin2 θ. (6)

The vertical sector cut DIFV (collected at θ = ±90◦ within
δ ± 30◦) gives the maximum signal 2NMx. We can trace this
DIFV term over a large Q regime resolving an anisotropic
magnetic response Mx from 0.06 nm−1 to 1 nm−1 in the
Ni1−xVx samples.

III. RESULTS OF SANS STUDY

We collected indications of disorder and clusters in
Ni1−xVx alloys [26] related to a quantum Griffith phase. But
any information of length and time scales of these unusual
magnetic clusters is still lacking. Initial SANS experiments
demonstrated that some magnetic signal can be detected for
samples with small vanadium concentration x < xc, while
the magnetic intensity in the paramagnetic regime (x > xc)
seems too small to be noticed with an averaged high-field
magnetic moment of less than 0.01 µB/atom [4]. More re-
cent (unpolarized) SANS data collected at GPSANS show
promising temperature and field dependent signals, and finally
polarized SANS data can identify consistently a magnetic
response. Some data with preliminary analysis for the com-
pound Ni0.9V0.10 with the higher critical temperature Tc ≈
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50 K are shown in Ref. [38]. Here we present the PASANS
results of the samples closest to the critical point with the low-
est Tc in contrast to pure Ni. We show in detail the magnetic
responses of Ni0.89V0.11 with Tc = 7 K and compare them
with Ni0.9V0.10 with Tc ≈ 50 K to figure out the relevant mag-
netic correlations, their correlation length, and their evolution
toward xc.

A. Short-range correlations in Ni0.90V0.10

The first challenge is to extract the small magnetic scatter-
ing from the large nuclear contribution of Ni. The background
of “nonmagnetic scattering” is high because of the high nu-
clear cross section of Ni compared to the small magnetic
cross section due to the reduced average magnetic moment
(<0.1 µB/Ni) in these alloys. The additional grain boundary
scattering observed in our polycrystalline samples dominates
toward lower scattering vectors Q. We use the (azimuthal)
angle dependence (in the xy plane of the detector) of selected
cross sections to resolve the magnetic components M2

x , M2
y ,

M2
z with a magnetic field Bx perpendicular to the beam (along

z). Section II C presents the relevant expressions for our setup
shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c).

First, we focus on the spin-flip (SF) signal to recognize the
magnetic scattering. The angle dependence of SF(θ ) as pre-
dicted by Eq. (1) further separates magnetic scattering from
the background contribution and recognizes spin anisotropies.
We distinguish a longitudinal magnetic component M2

x from
transverse magnetic components M2

y and M2
z (with a wave

vector Q perpendicular to z). Figure 3 presents SF(θ ) and
the non-spin-flip signal NSF(θ ) of Ni0.9V0.10 in a medium Q
range (0.45 ± 0.15) nm−1. Both show significant variations in
the angle θ most obvious for a temperature close to Tc, which
signals a magnetic response according to Eqs. (1) and (4). The
fit looks even like a simple cosine-square function for SF(θ )
and a sine-square for NSF(θ ) with the same amplitude, which
signals M2

y = M2
x [see Eqs. (2) and (5)]. The fit parameters

M2
y and M2

x evaluated at a specific Q range from SF(θ ) and
NSF(θ ) are presented in Fig. 4 for different temperatures and
fields. It is obvious in the left panels (a) and (b) that both the
transverse M2

y and longitudinal M2
x components are the same

at Tc and stay the same for all T in small fields.
For low fields (of 7 mT) the magnetic response is isotropic

in this medium Q regime for high temperatures T > Tc

like expected in the PM regime. The signal is strongest at
the critical temperature Tc and decreases for temperatures
above and below Tc as seen in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Note that
at the lowest temperature, T = 3 K, the magnetic signal does
not completely vanish. In the FM regime below Tc we need
to apply a slightly higher field of 50 mT to keep the neutron
beam sufficiently polarized with PS > 85% for a polarization
analysis (see Appendix). In this small field of 50 mT the
response looks still isotropic. The simple cosine-square or
sine-square form with reduced but finite amplitude indicates
that isotropic magnetic fluctuations remain in the FM state
as observed in the PM state. These magnetic fluctuations
change in higher magnetic fields. The M2

y component in the
SF response is reduced while the longitudinal component M2

x
seems less affected. The M2

x component is more difficult to

FIG. 3. Neutron scattering intensity of Ni0.90V0.10 vs azimuthal
angle θ collected in medium Q range of (0.3–0.6) nm−1 at different
temperatures T and magnetic fields B. The upper panel (a) presents
the SF data, the lower panel (b) the NSF data with fit as solid
line using Eq. (1) in (a) and Eq. (4) in (b). An angle-independent
background BG has been subtracted from the data, which varies with
spin filter and B.

determine; it is a small disturbance to the SF(θ ) shape or is
the main parameter from the NSF(θ ) data that include a high
nuclear response. Through these angle-dependent data we are
able to confirm magnetic scattering at finite Q in Ni0.90V0.10

at low T . Since they display the same isotropy as in the PM
state, it is likely that they are fluctuations with sufficiently
long timescales to be observed as static by the neutrons. This
magnetic signal looks promising to uncover the “magnetic
clusters,” the distribution of clusters with different sizes and
fluctuation rates that evolve at a disordered QCP.

The Q dependence of SANS reveals some direct informa-
tion about the relevant magnetic correlation length of these
clusters. Figure 5 displays the Q dependence of the SF signal,
i.e., the M2

y component from the SF contrast (SFH-SFV).
Since the signal is isotropic (in low fields) M2

y represents
1/3 of the total magnetic signal M2

tot. M2
y can be resolved

in a limited Q range above 0.1 nm−1. Toward lower Q, the
dominating nuclear NSF contribution increases and makes
the extraction of a small SF contribution with polarization
corrections less reliable. The even smaller SF contrast cannot
be resolved. The strongest response is found at 47 K close
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FIG. 4. Temperature T and magnetic field B dependence of mag-
netic transverse components M2

y and longitudinal component M2
x of

Ni0.90V0.10. In the upper panel [(a), (c)] M2
y and M2

x are extracted
from fit [Eq. (1)] of SF(θ ) at Q range (0.2–0.5) nm−1. The lower
panel [(b), (d)] presents the main components from the data shown
in Fig. 3 at Q range (0.3–0.6) nm−1: M2

y comes from fit of SF(θ ) and
M2

x from fit [Eq. (4)] of NSF(θ ).

to Tc. M2
y is clearly Q-dependent, steeper at Tc than at higher

temperatures T = 70 K. At the lowest temperature of T = 3 K
M2

y (Q) can be barely resolved beyond the middle-Q region but
its Q dependence looks similar to the T = 47 K data. Within
this limited Q region of (0.1–1) nm−1 the SF contrast can be
approximated well by a Lorentzian function as expected for
paramagnetic critical scattering of the Ornstein-Zernike form
with a correlation length ξ = 1/κ:

M2
y = AL × κ2/(κ2 + Q2). (7)

FIG. 5. Magnetic neutron scattering intensity vs wave vector Q
for Ni0.90V0.10. The spin-flip contrast SFH-SFV is shown in small
magnetic fields (B � 50 mT) representing M2

y or 1/3 of the total
isotropic magnetic response M2

tot for different temperatures T . Solid
lines are Lorentzian fits using Eq. (7).

We estimate a correlation length using Eq. (7) as ξ ≈ (7 ± 2)
nm for T ≈ Tc = 47 K, and we find the comparable value of
ξ = (10 ± 6) nm in a more restricted Q regime for T = 3 K.
About 10% of the amplitude AL of the Lorentzian form re-
mains at low T : AL(T = 3 K) ≈ (1/10)AL(T = 47 K). That
corresponds to the same fraction of M2

y at medium Q. These
data clearly show some leftover short-range magnetic corre-
lations in the FM state at T < Tc that do not contribute to
the long-range order. The remaining magnetic response at
low temperatures is similar to the PM scattering. The cluster
sizes or range of correlation length at low T look like those
estimates in the PM regime close to Tc. The nonpolarized data
estimates for x = 0.10 using high-field data as reference agree
with the main PASANS findings [38].

B. Short-range correlations in Ni0.89V0.11

The discovery of a remaining magnetic signal in
Ni0.90V0.10 motivates us to investigate the more diluted
Ni0.89V0.11 that is closer to critical concentration xc with
a lower Tc = 7 K. As expected the magnetic response in
Ni0.89V0.11 is even smaller than in Ni0.90V0.10 and more chal-
lenging to resolve. Note that the data shown are not calibrated
and a direct comparison of the scattering intensities of x =
0.11 and x = 0.10 cannot be made. We cannot extract any
clear magnetic signal from the NSF data due to the strong
nuclear contribution in x = 0.11. But the SF data reveal
successfully a magnetic response from the distinct angle de-
pendence in a limited Q regime. The strongest SF response
in Ni0.89V0.11 close to Tc at T = 8 K follows a simple cosine-
square function as seen in Fig. 6(a). All SF(Q) data can be
described well by Eq. (1) confirming an isotropic magnetic
response with M2

y = M2
x in low fields (B � 50 mT). The T

dependence of these transverse and longitudinal components
is shown in Fig. 8(a). Similarly to Ni0.90V0.10 the strongest PM
response of fluctuating short-range correlations develops upon
cooling toward Tc, decays for T < Tc, but does not vanish
for the lowest T . Also the Q dependence of the SF contrast
(SFH-SFV) that measures the transverse component M2

y of the
isotropic fluctuations looks similar for both concentrations as
displayed in Figs. 5 and 7. For Ni0.89V0.11 the Q range and
precision of the data are more limited. M2

y (Q) can be described
by a Lorentzian line shape with Eq. (7). Cooling toward Tc

increases the correlation length ξ = 1/κ , but it remains finite
at Tc. M2

y (Q) shows about the same Q dependence at the
lowest T of 4 K compared to Tc. Only the amplitude AL is
reduced. Fitting the SF contrast at 8 K and 4 K including data
up to 1 nm−1 (not all data shown) yields ξ = (4 ± 2) nm and
ξ = (6 ± 3) nm, respectively. Within this large uncertainty
we conclude that the typical correlation length at Tc and at
low T is quite similar in the range of 5–10 nm and not very
distinct from Ni0.90V0.10. These simple estimates show some
indication that the magnetic length scale describing the cluster
distribution might become smaller toward the critical point,
but only better precision estimates from a larger Q regime
with improved statistics of the low intensity x = 0.11 data can
clarify that. Most importantly, these polarized data are able
to confirm that magnetic clusters are still present at low T ,
which look similar to PM scattering with a typical scale of
a few nm. In Ni0.89V0.11 the magnetic cluster response M2

y
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FIG. 6. Angle dependence of SF signal collected in medium
Q range (0.35 ± 0.15) nm−1 for Ni0.89V0.11. Panel (a) shows data
in small magnetic fields B at different temperatures T , and panel
(b) data at low T in different B. Fit is shown as solid line using
Eq. (1). A constant BG has been subtracted from the data that
depends on polarization filter and magnetic field.

at 4 K is about half of M2
y at Tc for this medium Q range.

While the remaining cluster contribution is about of similar
magnitude in both samples, the fraction of remaining clusters
is much higher in x = 0.11 than in x = 0.10. The present
data (not shown in the same scale) do not allow us to trace a
detailed concentration dependence of the remaining clusters.

FIG. 7. Magnetic neutron scattering intensity vs wave vector Q
for Ni0.89V0.11. The spin-flip contrast SFH-SFV is shown in small
magnetic fields (B � 50 mT) representing M2

y or 1/3 of the total
isotropic magnetic response M2

tot for different temperatures T . Solid
lines are Lorentzian fits using Eq. (7).

FIG. 8. Magnetic components M2
y and M2

x extracted from fit
[Eq. (1)] of SF(θ ) data (shown in Fig. 6) of Ni0.89V0.11 with Tc ≈ 7 K
at medium Q range of (0.2–0.5) nm−1. Panel (a) shows T dependence
of isotropic fluctuations in small fields (B � 50 mT) and (b) shows
B dependence of short-range correlations at low T = 4 K, which
are different for transverse and longitudinal components. Lines just
connect data points.

However, we can rule out similar short-range correlations in
polycrystalline Ni samples (see in Sec. IV A).

The signature of a quantum Griffiths phase with a cluster
distribution in FM Ni1−xVx came from the field dependence
of the bulk magnetization M [26]. The characteristic B de-
pendence of M(B) in the form of a power law indicates that
these fluctuations of different sizes and rates are gradually
freezing out toward higher B. The SANS data at low fields
confirm already the existence of isotropic magnetic fluctua-
tions at base T ; SF data in higher magnetic fields should reveal
more detailed information about the distribution. We notice
in Fig. 6(b) already that the SF response and SF contrast M2

y
at 4 K decrease in higher fields. The angle dependence also
changes; it shows deviations from a pure sine-square form in
higher B that indicates an anisotropic magnetic signal. The
fit of Eq. (1) reveals different M2

y and M2
x components as

presented in Fig. 8(b). The transverse component M2
y is de-

creasing with B while the longitudinal component M2
x does not

change within large error bars. The Ni0.90V0.10 data [Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b), Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)] support the same trend: M2

y

decreases with B while M2
x remains finite. Both SF(θ ) and

NSF(θ ) yield consistently a dominant M2
x component in high

field. We did not expect to see a remaining magnetic longi-
tudinal component M2

x at finite Q in strong magnetic fields.
Since these SF data do not allow us to explore further the
Q dependence of this term we postpone the discussion to the
the next sections. In Secs. III C and III D we employ another
method DIF that is better suited to resolve this anisotropic
term.

We do understand and expect that M2
y decreases with B.

That signals that the fluctuations indeed freeze out in higher
field; more moments from short-range correlations do not
contribute to this higher Q region since they might join
larger domains. Unfortunately, we cannot resolve the detailed
Q dependence and B dependence to find a specific cluster
distribution. The statistics are too poor to even extract a
Lorentzian fit with two parameters from M2

y (Q) in high fields
that is further reduced compared to low fields. Fitting the
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FIG. 9. Field dependence of magnetic component M2
y of

Ni0.89V0.11 at low T = 4 K. M2
y values estimated from SF(θ ) using

Eq. (1) at two different Q ranges as indicated. Lines just connect
data.

angle dependence of SF data collected in wide Q ranges of
�Q = 0.15 nm−1 provides sufficient statistics to trace M2

y (B)
at two different Q locations. Figure 9 presents M2

y (B) for
Ni0.89V0.11 obtained from SF(θ ) at different Q, comparing a
lower Q range (centered at 0.25 nm−1) and a higher Q range
(centered at 0.45 nm−1). We notice that M2

y shows a steeper
B dependence at lower Q than at higher Q. This trend is
consistent with the idea that larger, slower clusters freeze out
in smaller fields than smaller clusters with higher fluctuation
rates. Our data might support a distribution of fluctuating
cluster sizes consistent with quantum Griffiths singularities.
Better resolution is certainly necessary to see and confirm
more details.

C. Search for long-range order in Ni0.90V0.10

Another way to extract the longitudinal magnetic scattering
is to consider the difference response DIF between the two
initial polarization directions without analyzing the neutron
polarization after the sample. The NSF asymmetry or flipper
difference is collected from fully polarized data (DD-UU)
or half-polarized (HP) data (D-U) as introduced before in
Sec. II C, where Eq. (6) presents the characteristic angle de-
pendence of DIF(θ ). This interference term of nuclear and
magnetic origin, 2NMx, more easily confirms a weak mag-
netic signal with a strong nuclear contribution. It is therefore
accessible in a larger Q regime in Ni1−xVx providing further
information on different length scales than the fluctuations
from the SF signal.

First we check the angular dependence of the DIF data in
Ni0.90V0.10 for traces of a magnetic response in different Q
regimes. Figure 10 shows DIF(θ ) at low T = 3 K in B = 0.2 T
for a low Q region (centered at Qlow = 0.10 nm−1) in panel (a)
and a high Q region (centered at Qhigh = 0.6 nm−1) in panel
(b). The DIF(θ ) data follow well the expected response of a
sine-square function [see Eq. (6)] that confirms a longitudinal
magnetic contribution Mx in the magnetized state. The maxi-
mum amplitude observed at DIF(θ = 90◦) = DIFV = 2NMx

is the only fit parameter. Figure 11 presents the detailed Q de-
pendence of DIFV in a wide Q range from Q = (0.06–1) nm−1

FIG. 10. Angle dependence of neutron response DIF(θ ) of
Ni0.90V0.10 for different Q ranges at low T = 3 K < Tc confirming
magnetic response 2NMx; solid lines follow Eq. (6). (a) Low Q range
covers (0.06–0.14) nm−1; (b) high Q range includes (0.4–0.8) nm−1.
HP denotes half-polarized data, where DIF = D-U.

for Ni0.90V10 at base T = 3 K well below Tc. As long as the
applied field is large enough (B � 50 mT) that the neutron
beam does not become depolarized (Ps > 85%) in the FM
state of the sample, the DIFV(Q) response looks similar for
different B. Toward low Q, the signal presents a steep 1/Qn

upturn that follows a “Porod” term [39] with power n = 4.

FIG. 11. Q dependence of DIFV = 2NMx of Ni0.90V0.10 at low
T = 3 K < Tc in magnetic fields B. Solid line indicates fit according
to Eq. (8).
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FIG. 12. Magnetic response 2NMx of Ni0.90V0.10 for low Q [up-
per panels (a), (b)] and high Q [lower panels (c), (d)] derived from
DIF(θ ). The left panels [(a), (c)] compare the temperature depen-
dence in small magnetic fields as indicated (Blow � 50 mT), the right
panels [(b), (d)] the field dependence at T = 3 K < Tc and T = 47 K
= Tc. While 2NMx at Qlow represents the long-range magnetic do-
main contribution, 2NMx at Qhigh signals local magnetic impurities.
The solid lines connect data points in (a), (c), (d).

Toward higher Q the intensity remains constant. DIF(Q) can
be represented by

DIFV(Q) = AD/Q4 + CD. (8)

We recognize two different responses of aligned magnetic
moments Mx in the B direction dominant at lower Q and
remaining at higher Q in the FM state at 3 K. To distinguish
their origin we study the evolution with T and B.

The upper panels of Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) focus on the
interference term 2NMx at Qlow representative of the low Q
upturn with amplitude AD. The 2NMx(Qlow) signal is present
at the lowest temperature in fields B � 50 mT that can be
analyzed in the FM state. As shown in panel (a) a clear
positive response of 2NMx appears only in the FM phase.
2NMx becomes very small close to zero toward higher T when
crossing the critical temperature Tc = 47 K into the PM state.
The minor deviation from zero at higher T is not significant.
The signal at low T is further increasing by applying a higher
B as shown in panel (b). The field also changes the response
in the PM regime at T = 47 K ≈ Tc but much less than in
the ordered state below Tc. Further higher precision data at
several T below and above Tc could trace and reveal the onset
of a FM response in more detail. However, these changes in
2NMx (T, B) are clearly related to the “magnetic” contribution
Mx that appears below and vanishes above Tc.

As this mixed term 2NMx includes the nuclear contribu-
tion, we check the pure nuclear contribution N2 separately for
any anomalies in T, B and in particular in Q to get a better
estimate of the pure magnetic response. The pure nuclear
signal from coherent scattering from Ni, N2, is estimated
from the total NSF contribution in a sector along the field

direction (NSFH = N2 + BG) after other BG subtraction of
mainly sample holder. N2(Q) shows a 1/Q4 dependence to-
ward low Q (see Ref. [38]) without any obvious T or B
dependence. This strong nuclear response in this lower Q
range stems from grain boundaries of crystallites on the order
of µm in these polycrystalline samples. The grain size is
too large to be determined from these SANS data in this Q
regime (1 µm > 1/Qmin = 1/0.05 nm−1). Since the nuclear
N2(Q) and the cross term 2NMx(Q) exhibit a 1/Q4 depen-
dence in the observed Q range, the magnetic term (Mx )2(Q)
follows then also a 1/Q4 dependence from the simple esti-
mate of (Mx )2 = (2NMx )2/(4N2) ∼ Q−4×2/Q−4 = Q−4. The
precision of 2NMx and Mx is far less than N2 but deviations
from 1/Q4 are not obvious. Therefore the Q dependence of
2NMx(Q) does not contradict and rather might support large-
scale magnetic domains of similar order to the grain sizes.
This is in agreement with the simple depolarization estimates
(see Appendix). The fact that the sample depolarizes the neu-
tron beam strongly indicates FM order of large-scale domains
on the order of µm. Lower Q data with better precision might
increase the chance to notice deviations from power n = 4.
This could reveal indication of a fractal nature of perforated
domains [40] or reduced domain sizes. Recognizing satura-
tion effects at lower Q might improve estimates of a domain
size, e.g., assuming a simple Lorentzian-square fit [41]. So
far, the lower limit is only 50 nm (see Ref. [38]). Note that,
e.g., nanocrystalline Ni with average crystallite size of about
50 nm presents a different response [42]. DIF(Q) is weakly
Q-dependent [42]; it does not display the steep 1/Q4 upturn,
or the constant Q term toward higher Q.

This DIFV signal at low Q in Ni0.90V0.10 shows the evo-
lution of magnetic domains, long-range ordered regions, that
develop below Tc. As we saw in the previous Sec. III A some
short-range fluctuations remain at low T , but most of the Ni
moments seem to form still a long-range ordered network in
the FM state below Tc. We do not have evidence that the over-
all macroscopic domain size is reduced to short-range order
or cluster freezing by the introduction of disorder through V
in this alloy. As we see in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 the upturn
2NMx(Qlow) still increases with B at low T = 3 K. At the
same fields we notice that M2

y at higher Q range from SF
is decreasing. While the short-range cluster fluctuations are
freezing out, we expect that the contribution to the long-range
magnetic domains are growing. Indeed, the data support con-
sistently that the magnetic clusters freeze out gradually to
join the ordered net moments that increase in field direction.
Since the nuclear response does not show any anomaly at a
magnetic transition, the response of 2NMx(T, Qlow) at low B
marks the onset of FM order.

The second magnetic term in 2NMx(Q) that becomes dom-
inant at higher Q > 0.2 nm−1 is rather Q-independent within
the investigated Q regime up to 1 nm−1. The T and B de-
pendence is different for this “high” Q term and points to
a different origin than the low Q term. This constant CD

or 2NMx(Qhigh) gradually decreases with increasing T with-
out vanishing at Tc as shown in panel (c) of Fig. 12. Also,
2NMx(Qhigh) does not change much with higher magnetic
fields [see panel (d)]. It rather saturates at 2NMmax

x already in
B � 50 mT for low and higher T = Tc, different than the low
Q upturn that was related to long-range magnetic domains.
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FIG. 13. Angle dependence of DIF(θ ) of Ni0.89V0.11 for different
Q ranges at low T = 4 K < Tc confirming magnetic response 2NMx;
solid lines follow Eq. (6) with a small offset. (a) Low Q range covers
(0.06–0.14) nm−1; (b) high Q range includes (0.4–0.8) nm−1. HP
denotes half-polarized data, where DIF = D-U.

The Q independence supports that this high Q 2NMx contri-
bution stems from rather local defects in this Ni0.90V0.10 alloy.
An extended Q range to larger Q is essential to probe the
effective length scale of these defects. They become visible
when the material is magnetized through entering the FM
state forming domains or through an external magnetic field.
We believe that this is not an instrumental artifact but a
signature of defects introduced by the vanadium as we
will show later in Sec. IV A through comparison with pure
Ni data.

D. Search for long-range order in Ni0.89V0.11

Next, we explore the DIF response for the other concen-
tration x = 0.11 closer to xc. Also here we find signs of a
longitudinal magnetic response Mx below Tc from the cross
term 2NMx in a large Q regime similar to x = 0.10. Fig-
ure 13 presents the characteristic angle variation of sin2(θ )
in DIF(θ ) [see Eq. (6)] at extreme Q regions, at Qlow =
0.10 ± 0.04 nm−1 in panel (a) and at Qhigh = 0.6 ± 0.2 nm−1

in panel (b) at the lowest temperature T = 4 K for B � 0.05 T.
Figure 14 shows then the Q dependence of the maximum re-
sponse at DIFV at T = 4 K for B � 50 mT. It can be described
by Eq. (8) by a 1/Q4 upturn and a remaining constant CD

similar to DIFV(Q) of Ni0.90V0.10. We see that this low Q scat-
tering related to magnetic domains is increasing slightly with
the magnetic field B, while the constant at high Q does not
show any variation with the field. This extra DIFV = 2NMx

contribution at high Q confirms clearly a net magnetic Mx

term that backs up the anisotropic component M2
x > M2

y from
SF that persists in high fields as presented earlier in Fig. 8 in
Sec. III B.

FIG. 14. Q dependence of DIFV = 2NMx of Ni0.89V0.11 at low
T = 4 K < Tc in magnetic fields B. Solid line indicates fit according
to Eq. (8).

This cross term DIFV that evaluates 2NMx (derived from
the difference of dominant nuclear responses) is of similar
scale in x = 0.11 but shows more overall scatter than for
x = 0.10. This is not surprising; we expect a smaller Mx (com-
paring M(B) data [26]) and a larger N2 for Ni0.89V0.11 than for
Ni0.90V0.10. The x = 0.10 sample contains “natural” Ni, while
the x = 0.11 sample is made from pure isotope 58Ni with
twice the coherent cross section of natural Ni. For x = 0.11
we take the maximum variation, the contrast between DIFV
and DIFH, as the best 2NMx estimate from DIF(θ ). We ac-
cepted consistently for all runs a negative DIFH = −0.18/ −
0.12 (polarized/HP) instead of ideally 0. This small deviation
of <1% of the large NSF signal seems within the resolution of
the instrument and analysis. The parameter 2NMx is evaluated
for x = 0.11 for several temperatures and fields as shown
in Fig. 15 for Qlow (upper panels) and Qhigh (lower panels),
similar to Fig. 12 for x = 0.10.

The low Q upturn in 2NMx is represented through
2NMx(Qlow) in Figs. 15(a) and 15(b). It is present in the FM
state at low T in magnetic fields (B � 0.05 T) that keep the
beam sufficiently polarized. Panel (a) confirms that it devel-
ops only below Tc and marks the onset of FM order with
long-range domains. The “precise” Q dependence for only
(Mx )2(Q) cannot be revealed from DIFV(Q), but it does not
contradict a 1/Q4 dependence without deviations due to long-
range magnetic domains as explained for Ni0.90V0.10 above.
Additional support for long-range ferromagnetic order comes
from the fact that this Ni0.89V0.11 sample depolarizes the beam
below Tc (see Appendix). A simple estimate from neutron
depolarization suggests a domain size of few µm. Data toward
lower Q with better statistics are necessary to clarify more
details.

The amplitude of the low Q upturn recorded at low T ,
2NMx(Qlow), is gradually growing in higher fields as shown
in Fig. 15(b) and Fig. 14. Previously in Sec. III B we saw
that the fluctuations M2

y at high Q decrease with B. This con-
sistently supports the picture of short-range clusters joining
larger domains. Ni0.89V0.11 shows similar magnetic signatures
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FIG. 15. Magnetic response 2NMx of Ni0.89V0.11 for low Q [up-
per panels (a), (b)] and high Q [lower panels (c), (d)] derived from
DIF(θ ). The left panels [(a), (c)] compare the temperature depen-
dence in small magnetic fields as indicated (Blow � 50 mT), the
right panels [(b), (d)] the field dependence at T = 4 K < Tc and
T = 8 K ≈ Tc. While 2NMx (Qlow) represents the ordered domain
contribution, 2NMx (Qhigh) stems from local magnetic impurities.

to Ni0.90V0.10, mainly that large-scale magnetic domains still
form in the FM state although short-range magnetic fluctua-
tions are becoming more dominant. The high Q DIF signal
or remaining constant CD represented by 2NMx(Qhigh) is also
present in Ni0.89V0.11. The lower panels [(c), (d)] of Fig. 15
show that it vanishes gradually with increasing temperature
and saturates already in medium fields at any T . Similarly
to Ni0.90V0.10 any external field or FM state is sufficient to
magnetize the sample to notice these defects in Ni0.89V0.11.

The more diluted sample Ni0.89V0.11 follows the same
trend of Ni0.90V0.10; the magnetic 2NMx signal is essentially
zero at temperatures above T � Tc but appears below Tc.
This indicates FM order within macroscopic domains even
very close to the critical point. We collected three different
magnetic responses in Ni0.90V0.10 and Ni0.89V0.11 through SF
and DIF in different Q ranges. For both samples, we could
extract short-range fluctuations remaining at low T but also
find signatures of long-range domain scattering. To further
check the origin and the importance for a disordered alloy we
compare the signals with pure Ni and discuss the evolution
with the vanadium dilution.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. SANS response of Ni vs Ni-V alloy

To clarify which magnetic effects are induced by vana-
dium, we compare the magnetic responses of the alloy
Ni0.90V0.10 with pure Ni. Since x = 0.11 was made with 58Ni,
this sample cannot be used for this comparison. We performed
a polarized SANS measurement at a different instrument,
VSANS, for a Ni sample that was prepared with the same
annealing protocol as the alloys. We covered a large Q range

FIG. 16. Calibrated DIF response 2NMx/nc for Ni and
Ni0.90V0.10 vs wave vector Q. In Ni only the long-range ordered
domain term is present; the local defects appear in the V alloy. The
solid line is fit according to Eq. (8).

at room temperature, 300 K, where Ni is in the ferromag-
netic phase (Tc = 630 K). A stronger magnetic field of 0.5 T
is needed for the Ni samples to avoid neutron beam depo-
larization. No clear net magnetic intensity results from the
spin-flip contrast (SFH-SFV) with sufficient resolution that
compares to the data of x = 0.10. The upper limit is well
below the cluster contribution of the alloys. However, we
resolve a significant magnetic response from the DIF term,
the flipper contrast. To better compare the observed intensities
of the alloy Ni0.90V0.10 and of Ni, measured under different
conditions, we calibrate the signal with the nuclear scatter-
ing term at low Q. In both samples we expect the nuclear
scattering to be dominated by the same (natural) Ni material
with the same Ni coherent scattering. So we calibrate the
observed intensity DIFV = 2NMx by dividing through the
observed nuclear response N2. This signal is measured by
NSFH (after BG correction using the empty sample holder).
We use here the value of N2 at Qlow = 0.1 nm−1 that is part of
the 1/Q4 Porod term as calibration constant nc = N2(Qlow).
The calibrated 2NMx(Q)/nc should then be independent of
the spectrometer configuration and sample size.

Figure 16 compares the Q dependence of the calibrated
DIF term, 2NMx/nc, of Ni0.90V0.10 and Ni at the lowest
possible fields. We see clearly for both samples at low Q a
dominating term AD/Q4; the amplitude is higher in pure Ni
than in Ni0.90V0.10. At high Q, 2NMx/nc in Ni dips below the
signal in the alloy; the extra constant CD term of the alloy [in
Eq. (8)] seems missing in Ni. This supports that these local
magnetic defects are caused by vanadium in Ni0.90V0.10 and
not already present in Ni due to other structural defects or
domain wall boundaries.

Figure 17 summarizes the magnetic cross term 2NMx/nc

at Qlow at different V concentration x. For better comparison
ratios are shown normalized to x = 0. We see that the two
SANS data points follow well the bulk magnetization data
from previous study [4]. M(5 T) represents the magnetization
at high fields and M(0 T) the spontaneous magnetization, the
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FIG. 17. Relative moment contribution vs vanadium concen-
tration x from SANS results and other methods from Ref. [26].
2NMx (Qlow)/nc and bulk magnetization data M(B) normalized to the
value of Ni are shown. The long-range ordered domain term follows
the trend of the linear reduction of the average magnetic moment
with x.

extrapolated value for 0 T. The slight magnetic field depen-
dence does not affect much the ratio. (The ratio of the bulk
moment estimate of x = 0 and x = 0.1 increases from 0.13 in
B = 0 T to 0.14 in B = 5 T, while the 2NMx/nc ratio estimate
is 0.12 in 0.2 T and 0.13 ± 0.02 in 1.5 T).

It is remarkable that the magnetic moment estimates
from bulk data M(B) and from SANS, extracting the Porod
term 2NMx(Qlow), agree so well with each other. This DIF
term does not only signal a magnetic response at low Q;
it represents long-range ferromagnetic domain scattering. It
even seems to measure the magnetic moment density and
to function as an order parameter in this alloy. This cross
term signal is so dominant since it is enhanced through the
strong nuclear scattering of grain sizes in these polycrys-
talline samples. On one hand this is a huge “background”
obstructing the SF scattering at the low Q range (that limits
the precision of the magnetic short-range fluctuations); on the
other hand this low Q upturn does provide useful information.
This simple scaling and successful calibration also imply that
the magnetic structure and crystalline structure of Ni do not
change very much in the alloy Ni-V, at least in these samples
with low V concentrations prepared with the same protocol.
Not only the cross sections but also the domain and crystal-
lite structure determine the small-angle scattering response.
The Porod term with amplitude AD typically depends on the
contrast (b1 − b2)2 of the scattering length densities b1 and
b2 but also on the surface properties and area S in between
the different scattering centers. Proper calibration with the
nuclear term (nc = N2) assumes that the grain boundaries do
not change much in the alloy compared to Ni. This agrees
with a structural PDF analysis that notices minor defects in Ni
but does not find changes in crystalline quality upon alloying
[26,30]. The fact that the 2NMx(Qlow)/nc terms scale as the
spontaneous magnetization M(0 T) term suggests that also the
FM domain sizes and boundaries between FM domains and
potential PM inclusion do not differ much in the diluted alloys
and in pure Ni. Such structural and magnetic characterization
is possible to extract from a simple cross term DIFV(Q) that
presents only one fit parameter: the amplitude of the Porod

FIG. 18. Magnetic cluster fraction vs vanadium concentration x
in Ni1−xVx obtained from SANS compared to other methods: magne-
tization M(B), μSR from Ref. [26]. The SANS estimate is the ratio
of the SF contrast at lowest T and Tc, taken in medium Q range.

term AD. It works because Ni and Ni0.90V0.10 contain the same
nuclear scattering centers (natural Ni) and magnetic scatter-
ing centers. The present data from the Ni0.89V0.11 samples
made with the 58Ni isotope cannot be easily used for this
simple comparison. Further studies become necessary to study
the domain scattering at higher vanadium concentration closer
to xc when the fluctuations become more dominant and the
remaining ordered network weakens.

B. Evolution of magnetic clusters with disorder

The contribution of FM ordered moments measured by
the domain term decreases with introducing vanadium into
the alloy Ni1−xVx. At the same time some short-range mag-
netic fluctuations seem to develop in the FM state toward
the critical V concentration xc before the long-range order
breaks down. We measure the magnetic cluster contribution
by the leftover SF contrast at low T . To assess a cluster
fraction we take the ratio of the signal intensity at lowest
T and at T ≈ Tc where all moments should be still in the
PM phase. Figure 18 shows the cluster fraction of the SANS
measurement comparing with previous estimates from μSR
and magnetization [26] as a function of x. The magnetization
data define the power law increase in field up to 5 T as cluster
contribution �M. The μSR analysis recognizes an additional
dynamic term as paramagnetic cluster contribution besides a
static term describing the FM response. All these estimates
agree well within their precision confirming the evolution of
increasing magnetic fluctuations breaking the FM order at
xc = 0.116. All data were taken at the lowest temperature
of about 2 K. The present SANS data include data at 3 K
and 4 K and nonpolarized data taken at 1.5 K. The cluster
ratio for x = 0.11 is slightly T -dependent, but not vanish-
ing. The error bar includes possible uncertainties due to low
T extrapolations. A two-component picture of PM and FM
contribution is certainly oversimplified, but the present new
SANS data rectify that extreme scales of long-range domains
and a short-range scale of few nm are relevant in this al-
loy. Generally, it is clear that disorder renders the exchange
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interaction which ultimately leads to the emergence of the itin-
erant ferromagnetic state to become spatially inhomogeneous.
As a result, one may expect that in a region of a sample,
the local value of the exchange coupling would exceed the
critical value of the averaged interaction constant leading to
the formation of the ferromagnetic droplet. In two spatial
dimensions, the size of the droplet does not depend on a size
of the magnetic moment [43], while in the three-dimensional
case this is not so. In either case, the dynamics of these
droplets will be determined by the correlators of the randomly
distributed coefficients in the Ginzburg-Landau functional.
We leave the analysis of the magnetic susceptibility and heat
capacity for future studies.

V. CONCLUSION

Although the average magnetic moment in Ni1−xVx be-
comes very small close to the critical point where FM order
vanishes, this SANS study identifies successfully magnetic
scattering. The polarized SANS technique helps in particular
to extract the small magnetic signal from the huge nuclear
scattering. The pure spin-flip (SF) response and the flipper dif-
ference (DIF) reveal complementary magnetic contributions
at various length scales in Ni1−xVx close to critical concentra-
tion xc where the onset of ferromagnetism at Tc extrapolates
to zero. The two samples with vanadium concentration of x =
0.10 and x = 0.11 present similar responses in the accessible
Q regime of (0.06–0.1) nm−1 and are analyzed using simple
forms. The result of a pure Ni sample serves as reference for
a polycrystalline FM without atomic disorder.

First, we confirm the presence of magnetic clusters at
the lowest temperatures far below Tc. The angular and Q
dependence (of the SF response) reveal isotropic magnetic
short-range correlations similar to the paramagnetic fluctu-
ations seen close to Tc. The scale of these correlations is
5–10 nm estimated by a simple Lorentzian function. These
fluctuations get suppressed gradually in higher fields and fol-
low qualitatively the expectations of the quantum Griffiths
phase where magnetic clusters freeze with different fluctua-
tions rates. The SF data give an estimate of the fraction of
these magnetic clusters that do not contribute to the magnetic
order. The cluster ratio is determined through the remaining
few clusters at low T in the FM phase compared to the PM
signal close to Tc. This cluster contribution increases signif-
icantly from x = 0.10 to x = 0.11, demonstrating that these
short-range correlated fluctuations become more important to-
ward xc. The new SANS data agree well with previous cluster
estimates from magnetization and μSR data [26] supporting
further the different dynamics of these contributions.

In addition, we find signatures of long-range domain
scattering, which supports macroscopic long-range order for
samples even very close to xc. Within this Q range we cannot
measure the macroscopic length scale, but only set lower
limits and collect supporting evidence. The neutron beam gets
depolarized below Tc for both samples. The magnetic cross
term DIF = 2NMx shows a low Q upturn due to long-range
domain scattering with aligned moments Mx similar to the
pure nuclear scattering term N2 due to grain boundary scat-
tering. This low Q magnetic domain term only appears below
Tc and is field-dependent. In higher magnetic fields, the low Q

domain term increases while the medium Q fluctuation term
decreases, indicating that the short-range fluctuations freeze
to join the larger domains with aligned moments. A compar-
ison with Ni even shows that this low Q contribution scales
with the magnetic moment estimates from bulk magnetization
measurements. So, this low Q domain term not only confirms
long-range order but also reveals the ordered moment of the
compound.

These SANS data provide remarkable information al-
though the individual data lack precision in resolving details
of a system with moments of less than 0.1 µB/Ni. We see
clear evidence of various magnetic correlations in this alloy
produced by random atomic dilution. We notice correlation
lengths from nm scale to µm employing simple tools. These
various contributions confirm that the FM order does not
get homogeneously destroyed. On the other hand we do not
notice any signs of a spin glass or cluster glass with only
frozen short-range correlations. We do not see macroscopic
phase separation either of different ordered phases. Note that
a SANS response with a Porod or Lorentzian square term in-
dicating longer-range domains and a shorter-range Lorentzian
term is often observed in alloys and transition metals oxides
(see, e.g., in Ref [20]). Typically, the size of the long-range
order is already limited [41] or gets reduced by chemical
substitution before the magnetic order breaks down [44]. The
two coexisting phases are expected to both be magnetic or-
dered phases with relevant coercivity [45]. We come to a
different conclusion in our simple d-metal alloy Ni1−xVx with
sustained long-range order and coexisting fluctuations close
to xc. Our prepared samples remain a soft metal and do not
show any hysteresis in M(B) [4]. The SANS data reveal
macroscopic domains that are unavoidable in a finite-sized
soft FM. We fit only two contributions of FM domains and
PM clusters to facilitate a description of a variety of length and
time scales present in these samples. It is likely that through
quenched disorder the correlated regions vary throughout the
alloy, leading to a network of longer-range domains that
are perforated by shorter-range fluctuations (provoked by the
random location of the V atoms). This disorder can lead to
a quantum critical point in a FM metal. Here we tried to
measure a typical scale of short-range correlations that stems
from a distribution. We cannot see the local arrangement or
a pattern formation. A complimentary method with spatial
resolution in nm would be of high interest to perform in order
to reveal the location, distribution, and shape of clusters and
of coexisting long-range domains. This simple model system
Ni1−xVx with controlled random atomic distribution offers
a great opportunity to study the complex interaction of a d
metal with short- and long-range interaction including local
random defects. The present SANS data allow insight in the
mechanism of how fluctuations evolve in the FM ordered state
that lead to a quantum critical point in an itinerant FM.
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APPENDIX: NEUTRON DEPOLARIZATION

The main study concentrates on the “scattered” neutron
intensities from the magnetic sample using the different cross
sections with selected neutron polarization. The polarizing
devices such as the supermirrors, spin flipper, and 3He spin
filter, where the polarizing efficiency decays with time, are
certainly not perfect and do not produce a 100% polarized
beam. Collecting the transmitted direct beam intensity for
all 4 spin combinations gives typically sufficient information
for correction of such spin leakage. Another source for the
depolarization of the neutron beam is the magnetic sample.
On one hand depolarization measurements provide important
information [46–48]; they can help to diagnose the magnetic
state of the sample in particular for ferromagnets [49,50].
On the other hand a strong depolarization mixes and affects
the different scattered intensities of the 4 cross sections that
might make a proper polarization analysis unresolvable [51].
The polarization state PS of the transmitted neutron beam
due to the sample is essentially measured by the contrast of
transmitted direct beam without spin flip TNSF and with spin
flip TSF (for perfect polarizing devices with initial P0 = 1):

Ps = [TNSF − TSF]/[TNSF + TSF]. (A1)

Ps remains 1, when no change in the initial spin direction
occurs. Conversely, Ps goes down to 0, when the neutron spin
loses completely its original orientation that the intensity of
both initial and reversed direction are equal.

To check if the Ni-V samples depolarize the neutron beam
and to find optimized working conditions to collect polarized
scattering data we recorded the transmitted neutron beam
polarization Ps from the (efficiency corrected) transmission
data at different temperature T and magnetic fields B. Fig-
ure 19 presents Ps for alloys with x = 0.10 and x = 0.11. Ps is
close to 1 for high temperatures in the paramagnetic region,
but starts declining below the critical temperature Tc. Both
samples are clearly depolarizing the beam in a small field of
7 mT. For x = 0.10 Ps saturates at low T at a small value of

FIG. 19. Transmitted neutron beam polarization ratio Ps of the
sample (Ni0.90V0.10 and Ni0.89V0.11) at different environments. Panel
(a) presents the temperature T dependence in a small field; both
samples depolarize the beam for T < Tc. Panel (b) shows how the po-
larization recovers in applied magnetic fields B at a low temperature.

Ps = 0.3; for x = 0.11 Ps reaches 0.7 at 3 K. As expected the
strong depolarization changes in higher fields. At a magnetic
field of 1 T, the maximum value close to 1 is recovered; at
50 mT Ps increases to 0.85 for x = 0.10. We conclude that low
T scattering data taken at 50 mT show sufficient polarization
for Ni1−xVx with x � 0.10.

Neutron depolarization is caused by strong internal fields
that change on a mesoscopic scale. The different field di-
rections make the neutron spin precess and deviate from the
main polarization direction. Local defects or fast fluctuations
in the sample do not affect the spin, but differently oriented
long-range domains in a soft ferromagnet is the typical case
that leads to depolarization as we are suspecting here. When
these magnetic domains align in higher magnetic fields, the
neutron polarization gets restored. The observed values of Ps

depend on the strength of the inner fields and the neutron time
spent precessing to reach an effective precession angle φ and
therefore on the dimensions the domain size δ and the sample
thickness d . We use a simple model proposed in Ref. [49] to
estimate a typical domain size from Ps:

Ps = Pf /Pi = exp

(
− d

3δ
φ2

δ

)
, (A2)

where Pf and Pi are the final and initial neutron beam polariza-
tion. The precession angle φδ = (4.63 × 10−10 G−1 Å−2)λBδ

depends on neutron wavelength λ, magnetic field B, and the
domain size δ. B = 4πMsρ can be estimated from sponta-
neous magnetization Ms with density ρ (all expressions in cgs
units [49]). For x = 0.10 and x = 0.11 we find B = 810 G
and B = 190 G from the magnetization data [26], which yield
domain sizes of 3 µm and 2 µm, respectively. This estimate
of similar domain sizes is certainly too crude for the present
alloys, but these depolarization data demonstrate that both
samples show all indications of ferromagnetic order at low
T < Tc with long-range domains on the order of µm.
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